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Welcome to the August edition of Sprite
Torque. Its been a busy month for some.
Racing, Display days, Tech visits! Thank you to
everyone for sending me your articles and
photographs. It makes my job so much easier.
If you have anything to share, please send
them to bron.wray@gmail.com
Bron

*
*

DON’T FORGET YOUR
ENTRIES FOR ALL
BRITISH DAY!
Tickets are still
available!
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All British Day
Concours & BBQ
September 23, 2018
Sprite Car Club of Australia
Annual Concours & BBQ Picnic
In the year of the Sprites 60th Birthday, this is an event not to miss.
Where : The Kings School – 82-129 Pennant Hills Road,
Nth Parramatta (Gates open 7am – Display 9am -3pm)
When: Sunday September 23, 2018
Cost:
There is no cost to you or your passenger
if you display a vehicle.
This year we will be displaying in conjunction with the Austin Healey
Owners club. We are limited to 120 tickets. To ensure your spot, please fill
in the below form and return as instructed. For catering purposes, please
indicate on the form whether you will have a passenger with you, we don’t
want anyone going hungry.
Please fill in one entry per vehicle:
Name
Membership no:
Email:
Mobile:
Vehicle: Make & Model
Year:
Rego:
Colour:
Passenger:
Yes
No
Please send completed form to Bronwyn Wray
Bron.wray@gmail.com or phone 0404 880 891 to give details
Please complete by 30th August, 2018

President’s Report
It is the time of year that sees us all out and about showing our cars off to the public and we have had a
great response to the Shannon’s display day along with the All British Day (ABD) display.
Tickets are going fast and we need to get our names down ASAP. Bron is the point of contact for ABD and
she took up the reins after Carol and Colin booked an overseas tour of the continent.
I had heard a rumour that they were sailing on the Titanic. But I really think that they are flying.
Bron has even offered to take care of the Big Healeys that are registering an interest and will be spending
ABD with us. We also have our club Super Sprint coming up and will be looking for volunteers to help with
flag positions, dummy grid etc, so if you can help on the day please put your hand up and tell David
Baigent as soon as you can.
We are coming into Christmas very soon and it is time to start thinking about our Christmas party and
AGM. We are desperate for some fresh faces to commit as we have spent this year without an editor as
well as having no social director. We really need some new members to step up and help our club to
flourish. So if you think you can help please let me know, if you are thinking about a position that is
currently filled also please let me know.
Now for home life. It is pretty good at the moment. We are having plenty of fires at present and a few
weeks ago had me in the back paddock doing a ground burn of about 1/2 an acre.
It was good watching it burn and I only needed to worry about the areas around the trees.
Barry and I have been working on the tractor and it is nearly a running fighting machine.
It has stopped a few times while testing it out, however any old girl born in 1951 takes a bit to get going.
I now have three (3) Fergie tractors and they are quicker than rabbits in the fertility stakes.
Two of them do not run at all while one runs a little better but they are good fun to tinker with.
I swapped jobs recently and in the week between jobs, Ray and I took time out to work on the Austin 7.
It was great fun and we made some real progress with the front end. It is such a tiny car.
Being a manual will test me at present, however in the 1930s they did not make an Automatic.
Speaking of cars, with all the talk of the Tesla car,
when was the first battery operated car first produced?
Search the magazine for the answer.
I am off to a bucks night in a few weeks.
A 56 year old man playing paint ball, then a pub, then a club and then another club.
We are catching a bus and while I will want to sleep on the way home I would be scared to close my eyes.
It will be fun seeing the youngest enjoy himself before the big day.
Greg Holden
President SCCA

Shannon’s Sydney Classic
Sunday August 12, 2018

Up at 6.00 a.m. get dressed & have some breakfast. It is cold outside so get parka,
beanie & gloves ready to go topless to Prospect then S.M.S.P.
My Sprite does not like cold mornings and it takes a squirt of Easystart to get it to
go. Warm it up and leave at 7.00 a.m. I get to the Prospect Hotel about 7.40 and
there are already two eager beavers waiting for tickets. Most of the others arrive
over the next 20 minutes & Greg Holden leads them off at 8.05 & I wait for a few
missing members. The Dickie’s arrive five minutes later, no sign of the other two
so we head off. Surprise, we get a little rain shower on the way.
There are over 1900 vehicles booked in this year so there is a traffic jam to get in
but it only takes about 10 minutes. The weather has cleared & the day is cool &
dry.
As it is the 60 th anniversary of the Bug-eye we entered Ron Farlow’s car in the
Concourse and Bug-eyes owned by Bron Wray, Vince Cessario, Kerry Smith & Barry
Cockayne (race car) are on display in the main pit lane. We also have a photo on
the front page & a full page article, written by Barry Cockayne, in the special
edition of The Preserve magazine.
The rest of us are parked in the pit lane of the North Circuit. We have seven more
Bug-eyes giving us a total of 24 Sprites & midgets, a BMW, a Falcon, a MGA and a
Studebaker. Although this is not down in the main area it is near the main
entrance and we get a fair number of interested spectators visit the cars
throughout the day. When it comes time for the track display our group start off
from the North Circuit and they leave us out for a couple of laps. Speed is
supposed to be limited to 80 kph but that is still fun in a Sprite around the back
part of the circuit.
As always there was an incredible variety of vehicles on display. This event just
keeps getting bigger each year but it must be reaching saturation because the
display parking in now extended to the North Circuit and the area on the south
side under & behind the grandstand. Demand is such that I booked our Club
tickets at the end of March and all the main display areas were already full.
Our next big anniversary will be the Club’s 60 th in 2020 followed by the 60th
anniversary of the Mk2 Sprite & Mk1 Midget in 2022. This should give us time to
organise an even bigger & better display.
Graham Wells

ROUND 4 CSCA

by David Baigent

Saturday started cool but bright with the promise of clear blue skies all day for round 4 of the
CSCA series run by the Morgan Owners Club on the Gardner circuit at SMP otherwise known
as the Eastern Creek Grand Prix circuit.
On a personal note, my house rebuild is nearing completion but it has sucked all my spare
time and all my money, so my race car has not been touched since it ran the big ends at the
last event. For this meeting my daughter Elly was keen to compete so I prepared the road
going Midget for the event and we dual entered in it. The car is a good strong road car but
has normal road tyres and standard ride height making it no track day warrior.
Anyway, 9 SCCA members were on deck on Saturday morning for a run around the best
configuration of SMP. Paul Orton, Elly & I were close together in the pits and we found Les,
Andrew and Ray a bit further away with Ray & Paul also nearby. As the day unfolded we saw
David Healy at Scrutineering, Alan & Eileen Barlow wandering the pits and Neil Scott also
paid us a visit – apologies if I have missed anyone.
After a rather long and relaxed Drivers briefing, Elly went off on her 2 laps of familiarisation.
Obviously she was nervous, but watching her she seemed happy enough. On her return she
laughed that she could only just keep up with the pace car in the Midget.
Andrew, Paul and I were all out together in group 3. I was only in this group because of the
double entry and was placed right at the back of the field. No problem for me as I was a lot
slower than everybody else in the field and I could concentrate on driving the perfect line and
getting the best out of the car on its road tyres. I was surprised how fast I was down the main
straight, with a good entry at the top turn I could easily wind up to 6500rpm in 4th gear and
considering my car has a 3.9:1 diff and 165x70x13 tyres, that’s pretty fast.
Paul Orton was flying as usual and Andrew was going well in the freshly painted blue Sylva.
Unfortunately Andrew’s oil surge issues returned at this event after he thought they had been
fixed at the last Wakefield round. All very puzzling and the only thing we could think of is that
Wakefield is a predominantly right hand, clockwise circuit whereas SMP is predominantly Left
hand, anticlockwise in nature. Anyway the oil surge issues ultimately ended Andrew’s day.
James Finn was back in the Saab 900 and I was watching him from the roof when his front
tyre blew out & he had to pull over to the grass, a sad ending to the day.
As I was playing pit crew for Elly and swapping numbers & dorian timers, I didn’t get to see
the others on track apart from brief glimpses from the line up at dummy grid. I did spot the
yellow Honda powered Sprite of Paul Hunt screaming down the main straight. It sounded
great but not what you would expect to hear from a Sprite – it put a smile on my face though.
Elly was circulating right at the back of the field, staying out of trouble and everyone else’s
way. She had a great time and although she was not fast she really enjoyed herself & will be
back for more. The car ran without issue all day which was a relief for me.
Late in the day there was quite a serious accident. A regular competitor, Laurie Movigliatti
from MGCC Newcastle had an axle failure on his Chrysler Gallant. This resulted in the right
rear wheel coming right off his car as he turned into turn 6. The car rolled onto its roof leaving
Laurie hanging upside down in his harness. While the car was extensively damaged, Laurie
was completely fine and not hurt at all. This can be put down to having the right safety
equipment namely a substantial roll bar, a quality seat and 6 point harness, HANS device & a
good helmet as well – food for thought.
Saturday
Abridged results below, full results will be on the Natsoft site in the next 24 hours.
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Note from your Editor.
Thanks so much to everyone for the lovely feedback on my first version of the newsletter. I’m
thrilled you liked it. It seems that it has been a busy month for all things Spridget.
Those of us that ventured out to Shannons Sydney Classic had a bit of a chilly start, with a slight
little sprinkle of rain that greeted us when we drove in. Congratulations to Ron Farlow for
presenting his Bugeye on Concours. Ron, you put so much love and hard work in to your car. She
really shone on the day. It was a shame that the rest of the Club were in the further most area of
the track and didn’t get a lot of foot traffic. It was even more of a shame that when they were on
the track the commentator called the cars ”Sunbeam Sprites”. For those of us on the Pit Lane the
cars drew a lot of attention as usual. It’s always a thrill for me to share my girl Bitsy . I love putting
the little kids in the drivers seat. It’s moments like these that create a love for the cars with future
generations. I was visited for the third year running by a young girl called Dimmy. Dimmy is now
10. It is her dream to own a Speedwell Blue Bugeye, just like Bitsy.
Entries have been flowing in well for All British Day. We have still have spots available, so don’t
delay in getting your registration forms in as soon as you can.
Please keep sending your articles and photos. I cant always promise to include everything, but I’ll
do my best.
Stay Spritely Australia.
Bron.

Greg's Austin 7
Some of you may know that I have an Austin Seven in the garage
It's simply known as the 7 and we have had the old girl for over two years.
She started life as a chassis and the body. Built in 1930 at Petersham, in inner Sydney she ended up in the motor
life museum in Wollongong.
She is a rolling car now and is starting to look quite splendid.
We have sorted out the brakes and being an 88 year old car, she has mechanical brakes that are cable operated
through the pedal. This model has front and rear brakes however, earlier models only had rear brakes.
The car has a whopping 750cc motor of 23 rated horse power.
In the early days the motor was rated as to how much work it could do compared to horses, that's right Gee-gees
So the seven could do the work of 23 horses.
Ray and I have had the motor running and it sounds beaut.
It runs on twin 1" SU carbies that weve put together in Ray's shed and when placed on the car they worked
perfectly. It has a set of extractors that again had been expertly put together by "you guessed it, Ray".
We had the motor purring and Ray has a video of the grand event. The gear box is in place and the shifter and
hand brake sorted. The pedals have been aligned with the body and we have sorted the firewall out.
The old one was made with plywood but it was not made using marine glues and was delaminating.
A new floor has been made out of 17mm a bond ply and an Aluminium tunnel is underway.
The rear boot floor section has been made made up of multiple pieces to allow for the Ash Timber frame and the
way it changes around the rear axle area. The body is now bolted to the chassis with new brackets being
manufactured to tie it all together
I need to start working on the dash and the layout of the gauges in it. I have sourced a motorbike company to re
spoke the rims which are all 19". All in need is the money and some good wheel hubs of a 1937 model which will
make them much stronger. This has been a relatively quick project that Ray and I took on together. We mainly
work on it together and in total would probably consist of two weeks work It should be on the road before the old
girl turn 90 if all goes well.
It keeps me out of the pub and off the streets.
It does not however, stop me from spending money or buying beer.
Greg Holden
SCCA Member

FUN WITH A SPRITE
Motor Sport – September 1958

The new Junior AustinHealey proves an excellent
small sports car. A maximum
speed of 80 m.p.h. allied to
notable economy of petrol
and good all-round handling
qualities.

Transcript on pages to follow.

Article Transcript
Fun with a Sprite
The new Junior Austin-Healey proves an excellent small sports car.
A maximum speed of 80 m.p.h. allied to notable economy of
petrol and good all-round handling qualities.
AFTER neglecting the small sports car market for many years the Austin Motor Company introduced the
Austin-Healey Sprite two-seater with 948-c.c. B-series B.M.C. engine last June. We have already described this
interesting newcomer (MOTOR SPORT, June, page 386) and expressed an opinion on it, but the proof is in the
driving and consequently we welcomed a recent opportunity to drive a Sprite over an appreciable distance.
We can state right away that the Sprite belies its rather amusing appearance—it is pleasing to drive, handles
well and, without possessing either particularly exciting speed or acceleration in its standard form, it can
establish excellent average speeds over give-and-take roads.
So far as the Sprite's appearance goes, the high-set headlamps and upward curve of the radiator grille may not
appeal to everyone. Moreover, although it is generally true that once inside a car the occupants are not aware
of what the vehicle looks like, this isn't quite true in the case of the baby Austin-Healey, because always driver
and passenger look out over a brief, falling bonnet from which the headlamps protrude like sore thumbs.
However, appearance is not everything, and if the new Austin-Healey is referred to affectionately as the "Frog"
or "Pram" as often as the "Sprite" this is more than offsetby its many excellent qualities.
We recalled, when looking forward to our spell with the Sprite, that small British sports cars were once
traditional and that motoring writers before us had enthused over long runs in vehicles such as the blown
Ulster Austin and "Double Twelve" M.G. Midget.
In order to put the small Austin-Healey to at least as thorough a test we took it down to the West Country and
back in a day, setting it to climb Porlock, Lynton and Beggars' Roost, and the next day made a rather less
ambitious journey to Gloucestershire and back between a late breakfast and tea, our starting point in both
cases being within an hour's motoring of London's southern extremities.
In the course of these runs we formed a high opinion of the Austin-Healey Sprite as a "fun" car. If it is not
particularly fast as sports cars go, it makes up for this with brisk acceleration, and quite outstandingly good
road-holding and cornering.
The driving position is good, the bucket seats providing good support and being very reasonably comfortable
even when occupied for hours at a stretch. Visibility is good, although if the sidescreens are erect they impede
the sideways view of a driver of average height and the central mirror blanks off his view of the near-side wing.
Otherwise, the bonnet is so short as to offer an excellent view of the road, although in fog peering down into
the beams of those prominent headlamps might not be so advantageous. The small two-spoke steering wheel
is well placed but as the engine box protrudes into the driving compartment the driver's legs are of necessity
biased to the right, while the pedals and dimmer button are all close-spaced. The central remote gear lever is
conveniently located but could with advantage be shorter, or set lower in the car. The pull-up handbrake is
convenient to use, although prudish girl-friends may disapprove of its location on the left of the transmission
tunnel.
In view of its modest price of under £669 the equipment, with a few exceptions, is well planned and beyond
criticism, although it should be noted that heater, tachometer, front bumper and other rather essential items
are extras, these alone inflating the price, inclusive of p.t., to over £700.
Neither tachometer nor speedometer, both small-dial Smiths, are very convincing, the former being calibrated
in figures every 1,000 r.p.m., the speedometer merely every 20 m.p.h., the latter having, however, trip, with
decimal, and total mileage recorders. The tachometer is shaded between 5,500 and 6,000 r.p.m.

The usual minor controls are found on the facia, together with a combined oil-pressure gauge and water
thermometer (normally reading, respectively, 40 lb/sq. in. and 175 deg. F., although a long hill-climb, such as
Porlock, or crawling in traffic elevates the temperature to 190 deg. F.) and a rather unfortunately optimistic
petrol gauge. An old-fashioned turn-switch looks after the lamps, with the removable ignition key within it,
the starter knob pulls out and the spring-loaded mixture control requires holding out. While the headlamps
full-beam indicator is barely bright enough the direction-flashers indicator is sheer gross stupidity, because it
flashes a blinding yellow light directly in the driver's eyes, virtually prohibiting its use at night. It is difficult to
understand how such an experienced driver as Donald Healey, or indeed any test driver, can pass this out.
The central flick-switch for the flashers is very conveniently placed but has to be cancelled manually.
There is a grab-handle on the facia for the passenger and although no cubby hole is provided both trailing
doors possess excellent, deep full-width pockets. Behind the folding squabs of the separate seats is stowage
virtually unlimited; indeed, the boot is really too deep, in view of the fact that there is no lid to it and all
objects, spare wheel included, have to be drawn forward and out over the seats. The screen is fixed and we
disliked the sharp-edged flanges that take the side screens; anyone unlucky enough to let his Sprite tumble
over might be badly hurt by these if the screen collapsed.
To gain access to the engine compartment the whole bonnet, inclusive of headlamps, hinges up and is
automatically propped open, alter a toggle lever has been turned and a safety catch released. The bonnet is
very heavy, making this no light task. It could be fatal were the stay to collapse with the owner "under the
lid," while shutting the bonnet provokes the response "* * * * * * * !," as one's hand is trapped between
bonnet and front number plate. After this one tended to drop the lid, but a sidelamp, secured only by its
rubber flange, fell into the road. Engine accessibility is somewhat restricted but all essentials are at least in
full view. These are trifling criticisms balanced against the fun of getting into the Sprite and motoring it
about.
The two-carburetter B.M.C. engine goes rapidly to 6.000 r.p.m. in the two lower ratios and to 5,500 r.p.m. in
third gear, if the tachometer doesn't lie, and it is quite customary to see 5,000 r.p.m. or 77 m.p.h., in top
gear. The maxima in the indirect gears, per speedometer, are, respectively, 25, 40 and 62 m.p.h., the
speedometer not being more than averagely fast. Given a decent run 80 m.p.h. is just attainable in top gear.
These are mere figures, and from them it can be inferred, correctly, that first and second gears are rather too
low. But in its manner of motoring the little Austin-Healey Sprite again overcomes such shortcomings. It
motors, indeed, very briskly, very safely, pleasantly and withal exceedingly cheerfully.
The steering is unexpectedly high-geared. The wheel requires only 2 1/4 turns, lock-to-lock, and the sock is
distinctly good (turning circle 31 ft. 9 in.). Even those accustomed to vintage cars will drive the Sprite with a
bit of a twitch at first and those who have acquired the art of motoring within recent years will probably wish
for a rather lower-geared action. But this is splendid steering for "dodging" and it has the very real merit of
being light, practically devoid of kick-back and with only slight vibration coming back via the steering wheel.
There is very mild castor return action.
Once the technique of steering the Sprite virtually by wrist movement alone has been mastered the little car
becomes safe and very fast through corners. In this the driver is aided by the truly commendable design of
the suspension (coil spring and wishbone i.f.s., 1/2-elliptic back springs with anti-roll bar). The ride is very
comfortable and outstandingly level for such a short, slight vehicle, but when cornering there is just sufficient
lean to warn the ambitious driver that rear-end breakaway will soon occur. There is otherwise nothing supple
about the springing, or, indeed, about the car as a whole. There is no scuttle shake, no flexibility about the
chassis, and consequently the driver feels at one with the Sprite when driving fast. There is none of the
vicious oversteer which characterised early small sports cars and the clever 1/2-elliptic back suspension
appears to have no vices, except when a sudden bump of camber change may affect slightly the cornering
line. The axle judders only slightly when storming rough hills, such as Beggar's Roost. Incidentally, the Sprite
climbed this notorious trials hill strongly from a standing start, two up, and was unperturbed by the shale and
deep galleys; admittedly the gradient was dry at the time of our visit.

This excellent mad-holding and cornering and the light, extremely quick steering make the Austin-Healey
Sprite what it purports to be—a genuine little sports car. Third gear will be used frequently before corners
and in traffic, as the 4.22 to 1 top gear rather stifles the 45-b.h.p. engine, although no doubt contributing to
durability. It is rather a pity the gap between third and second gears is so wide, otherwise both these ratios
would be in frequent use. Reverse is over beyond top-gear position, with safety spring, excellent on the road
if less convenient for rally tests. The lever is not otherwise spring loaded. The gear change is as rapid as the
lever can be moved, and beats the synchromesh during snap changes. The little remote gear lever is pleasant
to operate but on the car we drove the action was rather stiff which, coupled with the high-set lever, made
frequent use of the gearbox somewhat less of a joy than it could be. Even this labour is forgotten in the
exhilaration of seeing the tachometer needle swing round towards 6,000 r.p.m. as the Sprite surges forward,
accompanied by a fine hard exhaust note and a not unpleasing tinkle on the over-run, which seemed to be a
combination of mechanical vibration around 3,500 r.p.m. and a loose exhaust pipe. The surge forward is to
the tune of 0-50 m.p.h. in 14 seconds, 0-60 m.p.h. in 21.1 seconds, the s.s. 1/4-mile being devoured in 22
seconds. The Sprite cruises effortlessly at 60 m.p.h. (under 4,000 r.p.m.) and is no less happy at 70 m.p.h.,
when the engine is running well within itself, at fractionally over 4,500 r.p.m.
All these facts add up to very respectable average speeds from this 948-c.c. two-seater with a commendable
absence of fatigue. The support afforded by the bucket seats, the absence of squeal from the Dunlop Gold
Seal tyres in normal fast motoring and the level ride contributing greatly to the low fatigue factor. In towns
the exhaust note is completely unobtrusive unless high revs are used. The mirror provides an adequate rear
view and can be swivelled down to obviate dazzle and a little push-button on the facia edge brings in panel
lighting. The inbuilt lamps do not provide sufficient light when dimmed (a spotlamp within the grille is a
possible solution) and on the test car the not very penetrating full beam was handicapped by pointing
skywards.
The 7-in. Lockheed brakes are adequate in normal circumstances and free from vice but the pedal has
practically no range of travel, the action feeling spongy, and firm pressure is required to obtain much
retardation. In making crash stops from 60 m.p.h. we were disappointed to discover that it is not possible to
lock the wheels on a dry road, albeit this could be an asset when braking on slippery surfaces. The hand brake
lever has rather a long travel but held the car securely. The clutch pedal is somewhat awkwardly placed, but
the action is light and smooth. The steering has stops to prevent the tyres fouling the chassis and no lost
motion was evident in the steering gear after 2,600 miles. The horn could be more powerful with advantage.
There is a hood which fits snugly, the detachable frame being very close to the occupants' heads. The side
screens are rigid and can be left, in place with advantage to obviate side draughts. With the hood and side
screens erect in summer the interior gets very stuffy, especially as the gear lever extension become quite
warm. The doors shut well; they have slightly inconvenient inside lever-type handles.
The Sprite is as economical as it is sprightly. Driving hard we accomplished a petrol consumption of 37 m.p.g.
and rather more sedately, but with one fast spell, this decreased to 39.3 m.p.g. of Cleveland Discol. In a
mileage of 700 about a pint of oil but no water was required, and the engine neither pinked nor ran-on. The
fuel tank is alleged to hold six gallons but a check of the range gave a more 180 miles from a brimful tank; it
really is time the B.M.C. fitted larger reservoirs! The filler cap on the tail is not secured to the filler neck but it,
and the rear lamps incidentally, are visible from the driving seat.
Altogether we were agreeably surprised at the very real merit displayed by this low-priced sports car. The
Austin-Healey Sprite will prove extremely popular, we predict, amongst those greying old men (like the
Editor?) who no longer drive fantastically fast but who fancy a sports car that handles well and is thus a good
safe introduction to faster stuff and those who want a lightweight vehicle with a B.M.C. engine they can tune
to great speeds. And, of course, amongstthose who merely want an inexpensive boy's racer.
The appearance of the Sprite is unfortunate, there are a few details that could be improved but at the price
this latest product of Donald Healey and the Austin Motor Company is a vehicle of many merits and no
vices.—W. B.
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All British Day – Is your name on the list??????????????

Gregory Strange Motor Mechanic
Sydney home of Sprite’s and Big Healeys’
Sympathetic servicing and repairs to most
English and Classic Sports Cars.
We also look after your daily drives.
All employees are SPRITE CLUB members
Associated with the Sprite Club since the 1970’s
117 Cleveland Street, Chippendale, 2008

Phone 93192299 0412 811 958

Post Nationals rally 2018
Following the Nationals in Albury there was a Post Rally tour. Wendy Gibbs
has assembled reports of this adventure from the participants. We will include
a few of these each month. Many thanks to the writers and to Wendy.
Day 3 AM - Post Rally Tour – Snowy Mountains Loop, Final Stage
Happy Birthday to Barry!
Started with John’s wonderfully informative delivery to start the day.
The Gibbs had a spark plug lead not working and a soft tyre problem as well. They managed to
fix the lead and change the tyre, so all was well to start the day.
We left Jindabyne after a Drivers Briefing out front of the ‘Jindy Inn’ and made our way to
Adaminaby to the Big Trout. Beautiful roads in this high country with long straight sections and
over rises, across some open grass and scrubland, wonderful weather and Autumn leaves, and
even sunshine in May!
On the way on the Berridale Road to Adaminaby, it was observed that John Fowler had a major
scare in his red Mk 3! A large grey Wallaby and her adolescent ‘Joey’ jumped across the road
right in front of him from left to right! Luckily there was almost a 2 metre gap between the two,
and John quickly swerved to the right to drive just behind the mum, and the Joey slipped, and its
tail just went under the passenger rear wheel but it then hopped off! A very lucky escape (for
John as well)!
In Adaminaby, we met a Tourist Bus, and the people admired our cars saying that they wished
they could come with us rather than get back on their bus. Many of our group took the
opportunity to get Morning Tea from The Bake House, and some also collected items for lunch at
Cabramurra later-on.
Next was a stop along the Link Road at the 3 Mile Dam Campground – no ‘Brumbies’, but we
wished we had brought a fishing line in this picturesque setting.
I discovered that Nancy was knitting in her Sprite along the way. A hat was made from Alpaca
wool bought from the Yackandandah Station Artists Warehouse on the first day of the bus trip at
the ‘Nationals’. How wonderful to see husband and wife sharing ‘the Sprite experience’ and
knitting all at the same time.
Cabramurra was next – the highest town in Australia. A little village appeared out of the trees. A
very nice place with some wonderful views across the mountains – especially from their lookout.
It is a Company Town developed for the Snowy Mountains Scheme, and now a-buzz with the
Snowy Mountains Scheme 2 – now well underway.
All Sprites were well-behaved, and we had great weather and great company. Couldn’t ask for
more!
Ann and Peter Smith, red Bugeye, NSW

DAY 3 AFTERNOON AND ACCOMODATION.
After enjoying a great morning drive, we continued on with a wonderful afternoon drive. Let
us be clear - all the drives were great drives. We were lucky for most of the tour too. There
were very few tourists cluttering our progress, and all our cars were performing without any
ugly dramas.
At Adaminaby, we stopped for morning tea and bought some lunch to take with us. Some
took photos of the large trout ‘sculpture’ in the park. Some guys in Porsche’s, a McLaren and
Ferrari pulled in at the same spot. We decided they probably were not having any more fun
than us. Our humble Sprites were giving us great pleasure.
Our next stop was the attractive 3-Mile Dam Camp-ground for lunch and a stretch. Here I
tried getting in to Neal Scott’s ‘Ashley Sprite’ with its newly fitted heavily side padded seats,
and hard top. Well I struggled to get in - but could not get out! The only way was to fall out
on to the ground. Just maybe I am showing the effects of my advancing years.
From there it was just a short stretch to Cabramurra – the highest town in Australia at 1488m
for lunch. This town is mainly for the staff and families of the Snowy Mountains HydroElectric Authority with no private dwellings. Here some bought a hot lunch in the café and
joined everyone else at the picnic tables in the courtyard to eat in the sunshine. After lunch
most took the time to drive up to the Lookout for a fantastic view over the town and the
Snowy Mountains.
After lunch it was a winding downhill drive to the Tumut 2 Hydro point, then down to the
valley ‘floor’ and on to the attractive O’Hares Campground for a break beside the Tumut river.
From the Camp ground we headed uphill rather steeply, and then down the wonderful open
twisting Elliot Way, to finally stop at the Southern Cloud Memorial park with a view over the
mountains to the historic air-crash site. We left there and eventually travelled back to the
Murray River where one group stopped to view the river and old bridge at Towong, then it
was over the border to Corryong for fuel and a coffee and wander around. Then it was a
leisurely drive along the picturesque and sweeping Murray Valley Highway to the Tallangatta
Motor Inn.
Here we all found our rooms and unpacked ready for Happy Hour. Neil Scott and myself had 2
quick beers, just before Happy Hour. Well, we really did need them!
Soon 2 tables were joined together outside under the trees, and we all gathered around and
shared our nibbles and wine. Great Sprite stories were exchanged, at times the thought
crossed my mind that perhaps these stories were being embellished, as more wine was
consumed. On these runs, this Happy Hour has become a great fixed tradition that cannot be
broken.
The Happy Hour soon passed and it was dinner time. The old Motel has been taken over by a
young couple, who were most eager to do a good job with the enjoyable meals and service. It
was all very sociable, but our wine eventually ran out, so it was time to retire to our rooms.
Another great day touring in these much loved quirky little Sportscars.
John Fowler had done us proud.
David & Dianne Low – red Mk 1 (SA)

Montly Meetings Minutes
August 14, 2018
Venue: Parramatta RSL Club, Parramatta
Meeting commenced: 7.30pm
Present: Committee members: Graham Wells, Greg Holden, David Baigent, Paul Barbara,
Kerry Smith, Ross Reichardt, Barry Cockayne, Rod Pringle.
Members: Harley Pringle.
Apologies: Colin Dodds, Leah Holden, Les Payne, Avis Fowler
Minutes of Previous Meeting: Minutes of the previous meeting were presented by Graham
Wells. Moved accepted Barry Cockayne, Rod Pringle. Carried.
Business Arising: None other than items in the agenda.
Treasurer’s Report: Les Payne reported by Email.
General Account:
Opening balance

$13,518.50

Deposits
$5,060.00
Payments Transfer to Debit A/c

$900.00

BMC Leyland affil.

$20.00

AUP Regalia

$1,287.00

Laughlans 60th B’day

$1,535.00

Bank fee

$10.00

Closing balance 31/7

$14,826.5

Savings Account:
Opening balance

$45,836.03

Interest

$18.84

Closing balance 31/7

$45,854.87

Business Transaction Account:
Opening balance

$1,233.68

Deposit:

nil

Payments:

nil

Bank Fee

$10.00
Closing balance 31/7

$1,223.68

Debit Account
Opening balance

$908.92

Deposits: Transfer

$900.00

Payments: ST postage

$72.60

Video

$378.00
R.R.postage

$278.88

R.R. stationery

$241.52

Closing balance

31/7

Total Cash in Bank

$908.92
$62,832.97

Moved accepted Barry Cockayne, seconded David Baigent. Carried
Barry Cockayne asked how are we going to handle the increasing surplus? This requires some
thought & ideas at a later date. Members asked to come up with some ideas for the next meeting.
Secretary’s Report: Graham Wells reported correspondence:
Incoming:
-CAMS Speedread, First-aid courses, defibrillators.
-Email Keith Smith re Friday Runs
-CMC The Preserve, Shannons Day information.
-FOSC Track Day Wakefield, Race Meeting September.
-ABCC re meeting.
-Brochures: Shannons Auction
- Magazines: Mascot, Australian Austin Healey, BMC Leyland Heritage.
Coming Events:
The proposed Friday runs from Keith Smith were presented by Graham Wells & all agreed they be
included in the calendar.
Coming social & competition events for 2018 & start of 2019 are:
-Friday, August 17 th Drive to Berry.
-August 25-26th Clarence Valley Motorfest, Grafton.
-Saturday, August 25 th MGCC Supersprint
-Saturday, September 8 th SCCA Supersprint.
-Friday, September 14 th Visit to Nan Tien Temple
-September 14/15 th. 20 th Reunion of Donald Healey Tribute Race, Bathurst.
-Sat./Sunday, September 15/16, Clarendon Classics Hawksbury Showground.
-Sunday, September 23 rd All British Display Day.
-October date TBA Hawksbury Ferry Run
-Friday, October 19 th Drive to Southern Highlands
-Sunday, October 21 st TSOA Supersprint.
-Friday, November 16 th Drive through Royal National Park.
-Sunday, November 25 th AGM & Xmas BBQ
-Sat/Sunday, December 1/2nd HSRCA Historics SMSP
-Friday, December 7 th Mystery Lunch
-Friday, January 18 th Kiama for Fish & Chips
-Friday, February 15 th Drive to Greenwell Point.
CAMS/CMC: Barry Cockayne reported.

-Working with Children clearance now recommended for officials; mandatory in Victoria.
-Technical bulletin re Group S.
-State Council meeting August 25 th.
Barry & Graham Wells attended the CMC meeting. Key issues were:
-There are now 2000 vehicles on the C.V. scheme (D plates).
-No registration labels required for Concessional Registrations after July 1. The plates are now in
the electronic Number Plate Recognition system.
-Conditional registration is requirement of the owner/operator; anyone with drives licence can
drive vehicle.
-RMS officers are now visiting events in plain clothes looking for modified vehicles on H plates &
vehicles with modifications that may require engineering certificates. The discussion enforced the
view that even period modifications are not allowed on H plates and options/ accessories must be
period (excluding safety equipment as allowed). Inspectors visited Muscle Car Masters & issued a
number of notices & most probably would be at Shannons Day.
-Pink slips for Concessional registrations need to be manually prepared as the electronic system is
not set up for them.
CSCA/Competition. David Baigent reported:
-Morgan Club CSCA round at SMSP Gardiner circuit on August 11 th; we had 9 competitors & a
number of spectators. Report written for Sprite Torque.
-Next event is MGCC on North Circuit.
-SCCA Supersprint on September 8 th. Supp. Regs. approved. Firechase have not had their
accreditation renewed & the regs need to be amended to include the new provider. All major
officials OK and a Chimp Mail notice will be sent this calling for volunteers.
Regalia: Avis Fowler reported by Email
-All the extra caps from the 60 th birthday have been sold.
-No other regalia activity.
Sprite Torque: Greg Holden reported.
-The July issue had some pixel problems which resulted in poor printing. As it was the Sprite 60 th
birthday issue, Greg suggested it be re-printed & sent out with the next edition. All present agreed.
-Bron Wray has the August edition ready.
-We need to keep the event reports coming. Kerry Smith will write a report on the Bob Britton
visit.
Technical Meetings:
-Graham Wells to send Bob Britton a thank you letter.
-Chris Buckingham has offered a visit to Nota. Graham Wells to follow-up.
-Rod Pringle has spoken to Hi-Tech oils & will work out a date.
Web-site: David Baigent reported:
-Events calendar has been updated.
Facebook: Harley Pringle reported:
-We have 15 new members this month bringing the total to 240.

Some photos from the week-end loaded.
-Bron Wray is putting the Display Day updates on.
Membership: Ross Reichardt reported new member applications.
-Roy Potter who have a MGB
-Ritish (Ricky) Mishra wha has a Holden Commodore
-Ben, Olivia, Jacinta, John & Charlotte Solomon, who have a HZ Holden
-David Camilleri who has a Mk 3 Sprite & 3 Toranas.
Moved accepted Ross Reichardt, seconded Graham Wells. Carried.
Drive to Survive: Greg Holden reported;
We have 3 nominations; Elly Baigent, Gabbie Barbara & Alex Arcuri. All present agreed we go ahead with all
three.
-There was some confusion with the notice. The Drive to Survive Email link was to an old address & needs to
be corrected. Bavid Baigent to fix. The suggestion was that the link go to the Secretary address.
Shannons Day: Graham Wells reported.
-Event went well. We had a Bug-eye in the Concourse, four others in the Pit-lane display & a total of 28 cars
attending, 11 of which were Bug-eyes.
-The only negative was that majority of the cars were in the short circuit pit lane. Whilst not in the main area
we still had quite a bit of interest in the cars & because we started the display runs from there we were given a
full 2 laps of the circuit.
-A Bug-eye was on the cover & a full page article, written by Barry Cockayne, in the special edition of the
Preserve magazine.
-Graham Wells to write a report for Sprite Torque.
All British Display Day: Greg Holden reported:
-Greg Holden conformed the AHOC have 20 tickets & we have 110.
-AHOC will confirm entries through Bron so we have numbers for catering.
-Graham Wells reported that the two traffic control volunteers, Kerry Smith & Ross Reichardt are confirmed
with the AB club.
-Graham Wells reported he will state sending out tickets next week.
-Catering will be shared with AHOC.
-Neil Scott organising the judging & volunteers needed to assist.
-Trophies are organised.
-There is the Take Home trophy from Penrith Muffler Man? Greg & Kerry Smith to check who has it?
Club Registrations:
-Colin Dodds will be away in September. Graham Wells will fill in as Registrar.
-Graham Wells raised the subject of having an assistant registrar. We now have 250 cars on concessional
registration & Colin will need help at renewal time. We also need some succession planning for the future.
Greg Holden will put something in Sprite Torque.
General Business:
-Ross Reichardt asked about access to view membership renewals on the electronic bank statement. Graham
Wells advised that he & Les Payne had asked about this at
the bank & there is no view only access. The way the accounts are set up only the signatories have access &
the only way is to make Ross a signatory to all accounts.
Meeting closed at 9.25 pm.
Next meeting: September 9th, 2018 in the Lachlan Room at Parramatta RSL Club, cnr. O’Connell & Macquarie
Sts., Parramatta at 7.30 p.m.

Celebrities and their Sprites!

Miss Moneypenny – Samantha Bond

Former Olympian Bruce/Caitlyn Jenner

Stand up Comedian and TV Star -Jerry Seinfeld

World's Heavyweight boxing champ
Ingemar Johansson and his wife picked up
their new bugeye from BMC Sweden

Coming Events
25 August (Sat) CSCA Round 5, MGCC and MGCCN Supersprint, SMP North Circuit Time:
7.00am to 5.00pm Start: Sydney Motorsport Park,Ferrers Rd, Eastern Creek NSW 2766
Details: Fifth round of the CSCA series run by the MGCC Sydney and MGCC Newcastle.
Contact: David Baigent (email)captain@spriteclub.com (phone)0407 137776
25 and 26 August (Sat and Sun) Clarence Valley Motorfest Time: 7.00am to 5.00pm Start:
Jabour park, Minden Street, South Grafton, NSW Details: Brought to you by the Grafton
Vintage Motor Vehicle Club and our very own Ian and Wendy Gibbs Contact: Kim Dahl
(email)golf56@bigpond.com (phone)0418-660-347
8 September (Sat) CSCA Round 6, SCCA Supersprint, SMP South Circuit Time: 7.00am to
5.00pm Start: Sydney Motorsport Park,Ferrers Rd, Eastern Creek NSW 2766 Details: Our
Round of the CSCA series. We will need voluteers for flag points and other duties. Contact:
David Baigent (email)captain@spriteclub.com (phone)0407
15 and 16 September (Sat and Sun) Clarendon Classics Hawkesbury Showground Time:
8.00am to 5.00pm Start: Details to follow Details: Details to follow Contact: (email) (phone)
23 September (Sat) All British Day Time: 7.00am to 5.00pm Start: Kings School, Parramatta
Details: Watch out for details in SpriteTorque Contact: Greg Holden
(email)president@spriteclub.com (phone)0408-777-936
21 October (Sun) CSCA Round 7, TSOA Supersprint, Wakefield Park, Goulburn Time: 7.00am
to 5.00pm Start: Wakefield Park Raceway, 4770 Braidwood Road, Tirrannaville, NSW 2580
Details: Seventh and Final round of the CSCA series for 2018. Contact: David Baigent (email)

